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Oh Mum, I miss you soâ€¦x4

Verse 1:

You were old and I was little,
Hard times in your life, wore you down.
Four kids, no friends became your start.
We mucked around like hell, while you bought the
food,
Your soul never became lazy, in this difficult Swedish
land,
You longed for home, all memories was on fire.
It was too much, the diagnosis gave you the answers.
There is a severe illness Rebecca you've got itâ€¦
You have just two years left.
You were in shock of what the doctor said
You where strong, because I was only 9,
You where everything for me and I will always
remember you.
I turned 14, before you left,
15th March you said "Take care "
You gave me you blessing said "you'll be fine"
"Ken, believe in yourself, wherever you want to go"
You disappeared and my goals became small.
You gave me something that made my life go on
I tried to understand and continued in sorrow
Walked around with a mask on a gray damned square
I never wanted to tell about my dark black heart
Missing you gave me unbelievable pain
Why aren't you here was my question
Nights become tears without sleep.
5 years have past since you've been gone
Feels like yesterday, life is so short.
I wish you where here. In my dream you can stay.
My whole life has been around my mum.
Mum, I miss you soâ€¦.x4 

Verse 2:
The cancer spread from breast to bone
But you wear strong and kept all your fat
You took 30 pills each day
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While I was young and stupid and ran around town
You coughed blood, you got amnesia
You walked with a frame and waited for your last
breath.
Earth to earth were you will, by God you were taken.
Please come back, snatch me in the collar
You are missed, hell it hurts
Without you in my life everything is empty,
Now I live with Diana, though I miss the others
Jon, Caroline and big tanks to Anna,
The tears are falling, hard for me to understand
The family broke and it became hard for dad
You and me together again what a sight,
I try to forget and look up in the sky
The sky is blue, but something is missing
Wish I could open your grave and see you waking up
Inside I bleed and the pain remains,
You are a part of my life when I go through years 

Mum I miss you so â€¦x4
Rebecka I miss you soâ€¦
Rebecka I miss you soâ€¦
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